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Beppe Caviola and Maurizio Anselmo founded the Ca’Viola estate in 1991, as a commitment to superior expressions of Piedmont’s three great classical red grapes: Dolcetto, Barbera, and Nebbiolo.
In the twenty-five successful years since, Ca’Viola bottlings have enjoyed many Tre Bicchieri awards
(Gambero Rosso) as well as outstanding reviews from other publications and critics around the world.
Gambero Rosso describes Beppe Caviola’s winemaking as “deftly
highlighting vine typicality here and area peculiarity there, while
never falling back on over-clever, self-depicting interventions. He
follows the same approach for his own wines, produced in Dogliani
in a gorgeous 18th Century villa.”

Located in the small Langhe town of Montelupo, home to many
generations of Beppe's family, Ca’Viola includes 17 acres of Dolcetto
and Barbera vines in Montelupo Albese, and 5 acres of Nebbiolo in
Novello. The vineyards are managed by partner Maurizio Anselmo
who constantly works to elevate already high standards with a
hands-on approach and the indispensable assistance of agronomist
Gian Piero Romana. All Ca’Viola wines are created solely from estate
grapes with average yields never exceeding 4,000 kg/hectare.
Beppe extensive training and the experiences gained over his celebrated consultancies, reflect his passion for exploring the potential of Piedmont's native varieties, grapes that have contributed so greatly
to the history of the region. In addition, Beppe views each vintage as an opportunity to experiment with
new techniques, from vinification to aging regimen, constantly refining every aspect of the techniques
best suiting these grapes in these microclimates. The Ca'Viola portfolio expresses richness and
dimensionality of terroir and varietal authenticity uniquely and vibrantly.
Beppe has consulted at Marziano Abbona, Damilano, Luigi Einaudi, Fontanabianca, Fiorenzo Nada, Pecchenino,
Albino Rocca, Vietti, and Villa Sparina in Piedmont; Rocca di Castagnoli, Sette Ponti and Terenzi in Tuscany; Umani
Ronchi in Marche and Ca' Rugate in Veneto.

DOLCETTO D'ALBA "Vilot"

Vinous: 90 points “Beppe Caviola's 2015 Dolcetto d'Alba Vilot is a beauty of a wine. Ripe, succulent and expressive,
the 2015 offers up a compelling mélange of blueberry, cloves, lavender and new leather notes. Medium in body
yet radiant, the Vilot captures the pedigree of this great Dolcetto vintage at a budget friendly price. Don't miss it.”

DOLCETTO D'ALBA " Barturot"

Antonio Galloni, Vinous: 89 points “The 2014 Dolcetto d'Alba Barturot, Caviola's top Dolcetto, is flamboyant and
rich even in this highly challenging vintage. Dark red cherry, sweet oak and vanillin are all pushed forward.”
Bibenda:

BARBERA D'ALBA "Brichet"

James Suckling on the 2013: 91 points “A tangy, delicious red with a soft texture and plenty of ripe fruit such as
blueberries and blackberries. Hints of citric acidity. Full and savory.”

BARBERA D'ALBA "Bric du Luv"
Gambero Rosso on the 2014:

BAROLO "Sotto Castello di Novello"

From a vineyard of just 1.89 ha in Novello, located (as its name suggests) at the foot of the majestic neo-gothic
castle. Full southern exposition at more than 470 meters encourages Nebbiolo's more elegant forms, but includes
the power of Monforte, ultimately presenting as a Barolo of great balance and complexity with quite silky tannin.
15-20 days in temp-controlled tanks with 15-20 days of post-fermentation maceration; 24 months in oak.
James Suckling on the 2011: 93 points Gambero Rosso:
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